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Quadrilateral Mesh Generation on Trimmed NURBS Surfaces
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Department of Mechanical Engineering, Korea University
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An automatic mesh generation scheme with unstructured quadrilateral elements on trimmed
NURBS surfaces has been developed. In this paper NURBS surface geometries in the IGES
format have been employed to represent geometric models. For unstructured mesh generation
with quadrilateral elements, a domain decomposition algorithm employing loop operators has
been modified. As for the surface meshing, an indirect 2D approach is proposed in which both
quasi-expanded planes and projection planes are employed. Sample meshes for complex models
are presented to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Automation of the modeling process for
engineering analysis, especially the automatic
mesh generation for finite element analysis, has
been an important issue in today's engineering
environment. Much research efforts have been
focused on the mesh generation, and many reli
able softwares are commercially available now.
Of particular interest is the mesh generation with
quadrilateral elements on three-dimensional
NURBS surfaces, which are widely used for the
analysis of structures with plates and shells, and
of the manufacturing processes such as injection
molding, sheet metal forming, etc.

Unstructured quadrilateral mesh generators can
be grouped into two main approaches: direct and
indirect (Owen, 1998). In direct approaches, a
domain decomposition method and an advancing
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front method have been used most widely. In
direct approaches, quadrilateral elements are di
rectly generated individually or in groups. As for
the domain decomposition methods, Talbert and
Parkinson(199l) have developed the recursive
decomposition algorithm for the meshing of arbi
trarily shaped domains, and generalized the
operators for six-node loop during meshing pro
cess. Chae et al. (1993, 1997) have proposed
enhancements to this method by introducing eight
node loop operators. Zhu et al. (1991) has first
proposed an advancing front method, in which
elements are formed by projecting edges towards
the interior from the boundary. Blacker and
Stephenson( 1991) suggested the paving method,
which is based on iteratively layering or paving
rows of elements to the interior of a region's
boundary. White and Kinney(l997) has proposed
enhancements to the paving algorithm suggesting
individual placement of elements. The direct ap
proach can produce meshes of high quality, but
the algorithms are usually complicated and not
easy to implement. In indirect approaches, trian
gular elements are generated first, and through the
operation of combining and splitting the
triangles, quadrilateral elements are constructed
indirectly (Lee et al., 1994; Johnston et al., 1991;
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(b) Surface in parametric space

Fig. 1 Trimmed parametric surface

2. Geometry Input for Mesh
Generation

projection planes for mesh generation, which are

the enhancements to the ones using projection

planes (Chae and Jung, 1997) and remapping
planes (Lee and Joun, 1998).
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Surface models constructed in CAD systems

generally have two types of surfaces, analytical

and sculptured. Analytical surfaces involve

cylindrical, conical, spherical surfaces and surface

of revolution, while sculptured surfaces involve

blending, Bezier, and NURBS surfaces, etc.

However, most of CAD systems provide surface

information as NURBS surfaces in order to ex

change data with different systems. In this paper

trimmed NURBS surfaces in the IGES format are

employed for generality in the geometry input.

2.1 Trimmed NURBS surfaces
In CAD systems, trimmed surfaces and basis

surfaces are represented by trimmed parametric

surfaces, and the boundary curves of trimmed

surfaces are called the trimming curves. As shown

in Fig. I, mappings between parametric domains

and 3D surfaces are represented by surface
equations S(u, v), and the trimming curves

Owen et al., 1998). One advantage of the indirect

approach is that it employs the triangulation

schemes for which numerous reliable algorithms

have been developed so far, but one drawback is

that the mesh quality is not usually as good as the

ones generated by the direct approach, and thus

much research efforts have been focused on the

mesh quality improvement. In this paper, we have

modified a domain decomposition algorithm

employing loop operators, which is based on our

previous works (Chae et al., 1993;,1997). The

modification is made regarding the determination

of the best splitting lines in order to improve the

mesh quality in certain cases. As for the

quadrilateral elements, both four-node and eight

node elements can be employed for the mesh
generation.

Surface meshing algorithms can be grouped as

either indirect 20 or direct 3D. In indirect 20

approach, some forms of two dimensional

parametric planes are employed for the mesh

generation and the constructed meshes are

transformed to 3D surfaces. In order to obtain

good parametrization of the surfaces the surface

derivatives should not vary widely over the

domain. Some exact arc-length reparameter
izations have been defined (Farouki, 1997), but

can be excessively costly. Tristano et al. (1998)

has proposed an advancing front surface mesh

generation in the parametric space using a
Riemannian surface definition. George and

Bourouchaki (1998) proposed the use of a metric

derived from the first fundamental form of the

surface. Lee and Joun (1998) have proposed a

remapping plane for mesh generation. In direct

3D approach, meshes are constructed directly on

three-dimensional surfaces. Lau et al. (1995,

1996) have presented an advancing front ap

proach for arbitrary 3D surfaces. Cass et al.

(1996) have implemented the paving algorithm

directly on 3D surfaces. In this method, surface

normals and tangents are computed in order to

determine the direction of the advancing front,

and a large number of surface projections are

required to ensure that new nodes remain on the

surface. In this paper, we propose an indirect

approach using both quasi-expanded planes and
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(a) Topology in CAD system (a) 3 trimmed NURBS surfaces

(b) Topology in fGES file

Fig. 2 Characteristics of the IGES format

defined by B(t) in parametric domains are re

presented by C(t) given in Eq. (I).

TIl

(b) Generated mesh before dividing NURBS curves

I

St u, v)=(X(u, v), Y(u, v), Zt«, v»

( Umln ::;; U ::;; Umax, Vmln::;; v::;; Vmax)

B(t)=( u(t), v(t» (tmln::;; t s; tmax)

C(t)=S(B(t»=S(u(t), v(t»

=(X(u(t), v(t», Y(u(t), v(t», Z

(u(t), v(t») (I)

(c) Generated mesh after dividing NURBS curves

Fig, 3 Division of NURBS curves

In this paper NURBS surfaces are employed for

representing trimmed surfaces and basis surfaces.

The NURBS surface S(u, v), with order p in the

u-parametric direction and order q in the v

parametric direction, is defined as follows.

{Wi,i} : weight

{P;,j} : control point

2.2 Geometric model from IGES file
A geometric model is composed of the geome

try of each component and the topology on the

connectivity between entities. In this paper, ge

ometry information is obtained from IGES entity

No. 126 and No. 128, which are the rational B

spline curve and rational B'-spline surface, re

spectively, while topology information IS

obtained from IGES entity No. 102, No. 142 and

No. 144, which are composite curve, curve on a

parametric surface, and trimmed parametric sur-

(2)

n m
~~N,p( u )M,q( v) Wi,iP;,i
i-Oj-Osi« v) n m
~ ~Ni,P( u )Ni,q( V) Wi,j
i=Oj=O

Umln:::;: U ::;; Umax, Vmln::;; V :::;: Vmax

St u, v) : point on surface

Ni,p(u) : ith B-splinebasis fuction

M,q( v) : jth B-spline basis fuction

where
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Fig. 4 An example of a candidate split line

face, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the IGES

format transfers geometric data by separated

surfaces, and thus further processing is necessary

to obtain a complete model for mesh generation.

Since meshes are generated on each surface

separately, the nodes generated on the common

boundaries may not coincide with each other,

which are not valid models for finite element

analysis. Therefore, in this paper, common

boundaries between adjoining surfaces are

divided into several parts at the vertices of the

adjoining surfaces to be suitable for mesh genera

tion as shown in Fig. 3.

3. Mesh Generation on Trimmed
NURBS Surfaces

3.1 Mesh generation on planes

For the mesh generation with quadrilateral

elements, a domain decomposition algorithm

combined with loop operators is employed, in

which the local mesh densities are assigned by the

user around the boundaries of the analysis

domain (Owen et al., 1998). The analysis domain

is transformed into one or several continuous

loops by using cut lines and the loops are

recursively subdivided into sub loops with the use

of the best split lines as shown in Fig. 4. Every

starting loop must contain an even number of

nodes in order to form a quadrilateral mesh.

Among the candidate split lines that connect

any two visible nodes in a loop and represent a

possible location where the loop could be

subdivided, the best split line is determined as in

(a) Check angles in counter-clockwise and clockwise di

rection from reference line! and line 2

Reference line 2

i4 is
Nodes

(b) A plot of 8,

Fig. 5 Determination of visible nodes (Talbert,
1991)

Eq. (3), that is, by minimizing, a linear combi

nation of four dimensionless parameters

involving anglesea), areas(I3), lengths( y), and

node placement errors( e).

Minimize 7(= Ca+ C213 +C3Y+Cse (3)

where Cl, C2, C3, C4 are empirically determined

constants (Chae et al., 1993).
In order to determine the visible nodes, Talbert

and Parkinson (1991) only considered the refer

ence angle as the criterion whether it increases in

value from a reference line as shown in Fig. 5.

According to this scheme, the nodes from j I to j2

and from j7 to j8 are considered as invisible from

node i, although they are visible. This algorithm

is a conservative approximation of the total num

ber of visible nodes from node i in that it will

normally eliminate a few more nodes than neces

sary. However these few eliminated nodes can be
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(e) Meshes on 3D surface
(d) Meshes in parametric domain

Fig. 6 Mesh generation on trimmed surfaces

critical for the final mesh quality in certain cases.

Therefore in this paper a modified criterion has

been proposed, which employs both the reference

angle and reference distance from a node i. From

a given concave boundary node i, visible nodes

are examined in the counterclockwise direction

from a reference line I. If an angle OJ is larger

than the reference angle 0, node j is a candidate

visible node. Then the reference angle 0 is

updated as OJ. But, if an angle OJ is smal1er than

the reference angle 0 and the fol1owing node

angle is decreasing, then node j is an invisible

node. Final1y if an angle OJ is smal1er than the

reference angle 0 and the fol1owing node angle is

increasing, then node OJ is a candidate visible

node providing that reference distance is

increasing. The second pass starts with reference

line 2 and goes in the reverse order to reference

line I. Final1y two groups of candidate visible

nodes are compared to each other. The visible

nodes from node i are defined to be only those

nodes that are contained in both groups. They are

from reference line I to node j2 and from j4 to jS
and from j7 to reference line 2. Consequently the
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visible nodes from j I to j2 and from j7 to j8 are

added to the existing visible nodes obtained by
Talbert's scheme.

Using the best split lines, the original

boundaries are split recursively until all subloops

become six-node loops or eight-node loops, and

the corresponding operators complete the mesh

generation in each subloop (Chae et al., 1993).
(a) 3D surface

3.2 Mesh generation on surfaces
The proposed mesh generation scheme for three

dimensional surfaces consists of the following

steps as shown in Fig. 6.

(I) Determine the types of transformation

planes between quasi-expanded planes and pro
jection planes.

(2) Generate key nodes on the boundaries on

transformation planes.

(3) Generate quadrilateral meshes on

transformation planes.

(4) Transform the meshes to parametric

domains.

(5) Transform the meshes in parametric

domains to three-dimensional surfaces.

In order to transform the constructed mesh

onto the original NURBS surfaces,

transformation planes are transformed to u-y

parametric planes of the basis surfaces. Then the

parametric values (u, v) corresponding to the

projection coordinates (x, y) of the generated

nodes can be obtained by solving Eq. (4)
explicitly.

Tt u, v)=(x(u, v), y(u, v»

= (u - Umln)( V - Vmln) T1

+(Umax- u)(v- Vmln) Tz
+(Umax- U)(Vmax- v) Ts
+(u - Umln)(Vmax- v) T 4 (4)

3.2.1 Mesh generation on trimmed NURBS
surfaces

As for mesh generation on 3D NURBS

surfaces, an indirect 20 approach is employed in

this paper, in which both quasi-expanded planes

and projection planes are used for 20

transformation planes. Previous work using

remapping planes (Lee et al., 1998) may produce

T(u,v)

(b) Quasi-expanded plane

Fig. 7 Definition of a quasi-expanded plane

distorted elements or fail to construct 20 meshing

planes when applied to the surfaces that have

severe curvatures inside. On the contrary, the one

using projection planes (Chae et al., 1997) may

produce more stable meshes than the one using

remapping planes in certain types of surfaces with

severe curvatures. However, remapping planes

may approximate the original surfaces more

accurately than projection planes in 20 planes.
Therefore in this paper both quasi-expanded

planes, an enhancement to the remapping planes,

and projection planes are employed for mesh

generation. In order to reduce mesh distortion

during the back transformation to 3D surfaces as

much as possible, quasi-expanded planes are

considered at first, and if this planes do not satisfy

certain conditions, then projection planes are
considered next.

3.2.1.1 Quasi-expanded planes
Quasi-expanded planes are determined by the

lengths of the boundary curves and the diagonal

curves of basis surfaces. Since this plane also

approximates the original surfaces in 20 plane,

meshes are constructed on this plane for most of
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81 (umin •vmin) (largest triangle)

(a) 3D surface

S(u.v)

----¢-- e(t)

12, 13, 14 and to maintain the ratio of two

diagonals, lsi k.
But if the surfaces have severe curvatures, some

boundary curves can be much larger than the

other curves as shown in Fig. 8(a), which results

in the distortions of meshes during the back

transformation to 3D surfaces. In addition, if the

length of one boundary curve is greater than the

lengths of the other three curves, then the

transformation plane can not be constructed.

Therefore, in our proposed scheme, the condition

that the length of each diagonal should be smaller

than the sum of the lengths of two opposite

boundary curves is employed. Otherwise the fol

lowing projection planes are used instead.

(b) Projection plane

Fig. 9 Definition of a projection plane

Fig. 10 Placement of boundary nodes

Constructed mesh

Constructed mesh

.. '........ . .

(a) 3D surface

• "0-

..... . ' .....

Nodes distribution on
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(b) Quasi-expanded plane

Nodes distribution on
2D plane

(c) Projection plane

Fig. 8 20 transformation planes
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the surfaces. To begin with, the lengths It, 12, 13, 14
of four boundary curves and the lengths of two

diagonal curves on the basis surfaces are

calculated as shown in Fig. 7. Diagonal curves 15,
le are obtained as shown in Fig. 7. With these six

lengths, four vertices T; ~, T3 and T4 of a quasi

expanded plane are determined. Tl(Xt, Yl) is usu

ally set as the origin for convenience. ~(X2, Y2) is

determined by using the length 11. 13(X3, Y3) and

~(X4, Y4) are determined to satisfy the lengths of
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Fig. 11 An engine block model (67941 elements)
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t, : Parametric value of curve

n : Number of size map on surface

boundary
L; : Part length on surface boundary

After deciding the part position of the ith node

NURBS curve do not produce uniform spacing of

nodes in actual coordinates. In this paper nodes
on the boundary curves are generated by

considering the distances between nodes. Assume

that an equal spacing of nodes is to be generated

on a boundary curve. The ith element size and

node coordinates are computed as follows.

The size of the ith element is

3.2.1.2 Projection planes
Once quasi-expanded planes do not satisfy

certain conditions, projection planes are

considered next. Projection planes are determined

by four vertices of a basis surface. This plane is
employed for mesh generation on surfaces with

singular points such as spherical and conical

surfaces. However, the quality of meshes

constructed on surfaces with large angle of revo

lution in the surface of revolution may not be

good.

In order to transform a basis surface with four

vertices to a projection plane, the plane with the

largest projected area is used. For example, four

triangles can be constructed from four vertices of

a basis surface, and the plane that includes a

triangle with the largest area is employed for

projection as shown in Fig. 9. Four vertices of a

basis surface are projected to this plane, and the

quadrilateral area composed of four projected

vertices is called a projection plane. Meshes are

then constructed in this projection plane.

3.2.2 Boundary node generation
Generally a NURBS curve cu, IS not

parametrized uniformly in terms of the parameter

t. Therefore, uniformly spaced parameters, t's, of a

I
d.> N

d, : Size of the ith element
I : Length of 3D curve

N: Number of elements

and the size map of the ith element length is

D;=±dk
k=1

and the size map of surface boundary is

(5)

(6)
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Fig. 12 A pressure vessel model (34488 elements)

Fig. 13 A wheel model (21767 elements)

using Eq. (9), a new parameter value is calculated
by interpolating the length ratio as shown in Fig.
10.

(9)

4. Examples

Several examples for the mesh generation are
given. Figure II shows an example of an engine
block model, in which 207 trimmed NURBS
surfaces are employed for the mesh generation,
resulting in 67941 quadrilateral elements. As

shown in Fig. II, reasonably good meshes are
constructed. Another example of a pressure vessel
structure is shown in Fig. 12. In this example 86
trimmed NURBS surfaces are employed for mesh
generation and 34488 elements are constructed.
Figure 13 shows an example of a wheel model, in
which 78 trimmed NURBS surfaces are employed
and 21767 elements are generated. As shown in
Fig. 13, relatively small elements are constructed
around holes without severe distortions of
elements. As shown in these examples,
unstructured quadrilateral meshes are well
constructed without any severe distortion of

elements.

5. Concluding Remarks

An automatic mesh generation scheme with
quadrilateral elements on trimmed NURBS
surfaces has been developed. With this scheme
reasonably good meshes with different sizes of
elements at different locations can be constructed
automatically, and the user only needs to define
the geometry of a model in the IGES format from
an external CAD system. As for the quadrilateral
mesh generation, a domain decomposition
algorithm has been modified by changing the
method of determining the best splitting lines in
order to improve the mesh quality. As for the
surface meshing, both quasi-expanded planes and
projection planes are employed in an indirect 20
approach, which produce better quality of meshes
in most of the cases.
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